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Structure and spectroscopy of ground and excited states of LiYb
P. Zhang, H. R. Sadeghpour, and A. Dalgarnoa�

ITAMP, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden St.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

�Received 6 April 2010; accepted 18 June 2010; published online 28 July 2010�

Multireference configuration interaction and coupled cluster calculations have been carried out to
determine the potential energy curves for the ground and low-lying excited states of the LiYb
molecule. The scalar relativistic effects have been included by means of the Douglas–Kroll
Hamiltonian and effective core potential and the spin-orbit couplings have been evaluated by the full
microscopic Breit–Pauli operator. The LiYb permanent dipole moment, static dipole polarizability,
and Franck–Condon factors have been determined. Perturbations of the vibrational spectrum due to
nonadiabatic interactions are discussed. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3462245�

I. INTRODUCTION

The production of cold and ultracold atomic ensembles
has greatly expanded the traditional domain of atomic phys-
ics and created a much broader interdisciplinary field. The
impact of creating ultracold molecules is expected to be just
as profound as that of ultracold atoms.1 Molecules offer mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom absent in atomic gases. Polar
molecules are of particular interest due to the existence of a
permanent dipole, responsible for dipolar interaction among
the molecules. This interaction is long-range and anisotropic.
Many applications of polar molecules have been proposed.2

The Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer, Bose–Einstein condensa-
tion cross over has been investigated by creating Cooper
pairs and Bose condensed Feshbach molecule of 40K atoms.3

Polar molecules KRb �Ref. 4� and RbCs �Ref. 5� in the
ground state have been produced. Polar molecules may pro-
vide a promising platform for quantum information6 and lead
to fundamentally new condensed-matter phases and complex
quantum dynamics.7 The formation of an ensemble of ultra-
cold molecules can facilitate ultracold chemistry and con-
trolled chemical reaction.8

Experimental production of ultracold molecules is chal-
lenging. Techniques include buffer gas cooling,9 Stark decel-
eration of polar molecules, magnetically tunable Feshbach
resonances,10 and light-assisted photoassociation.11 En-
semble mixtures of ultracold atoms is promising for the pro-
duction of translationally cold molecules. The most recent
demonstration of the formation of ultracold alkali-metal and
Yb-containing molecule is RbYb.12

The rare-earth ytterbium �Yb� is unique. Its electronic
structure resembles that of the alkaline-earth atoms and it has
seven stable isotopes: five bosons and two fermions. The
trapping and cooling of the Yb atomic gas have been
achieved13 and the study of Yb-containing heteronuclear
molecules with alkali-metal atoms is promising. The combi-
nation of alkali-metal and Yb atoms have permanent electric

dipole moments. Among the possible combinations, the LiYb
molecule stands out for its versatility in the number of iso-
topic combinations allowing for the study of various molecu-
lar mixture species. Furthermore, 6Li 174Yb has the largest
mass ratio ��29� between Yb and alkali metal elements. The
weakly bound LiYb molecules are expected to be collision-
ally stable and promising for the study of mass-imbalanced
three-body systems such as Efimov trimer states.14 Experi-
mental production of cold LiYb is in progress15 and theoret-
ical input is needed.

The molecular interaction potentials, transition frequen-
cies, radial derivative couplings, and spin-orbit couplings are
necessary for understanding the mechanisms for production,
collisional cooling, and relaxation of molecules. In this work,
we present structure calculations of potential energy curves
�PECs� of the ground and low-lying excited states of the
LiYb molecule, the long-range van der Waals interaction co-
efficients, transition frequencies, static dipole polarizabil-
ities, and permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule.
We systematically explore effects due to electron correlation,
basis set superposition error, and relativistic corrections.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

For brevity of notations, the ground state asymptote of
the LiYb molecule �Li�2S�+Yb�1S�� will be denoted as MI

and the second and third molecular asymptotes �Li�2P�
+Yb�1S�� and �Li�2S�+Yb�3P�� as MII and MIII.

The molecular properties of systems containing heavy
elements such as Yb are significantly influenced by electron
correlation and relativistic effects. For the LiYb molecule,
scalar relativistic effects are dominant for the ground state.
For the states associated with MII, the spin-orbit coupling
�SOC� with states from MIII could be important because of
the relatively small asymptotic energy separation of
�0.3 eV and the relatively large SOC of Yb�3P�. The fourth
asymptote of LiYb correlates to Li�2S� and an excited state
of Yb resulting from the 4f −5d transition. Asymptotically, it
is about 0.5 eV above MIII and thus will have little effect on
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the molecular states associated with MII. We did not include
this asymptote in our calculations. For states associated with
MIII, it may have large effects.

A. Relativistic corrections

In our previous studies of the electric and optical fields
response properties of the Yb atom,16 we found that the sca-
lar relativistic effects could be satisfactorily approximated by
the scalar Douglas–Kroll–Hess �DKH� Hamiltonian17 and
the relativistic effective core potential �RECP�,18 a conclu-
sion that is further supported by the full four-component
relativistic coupled cluster �CC� calculations of the dipole
polarizability of the Yb atom.19 Since the asymptotic SO
splitting in MII itself is small �0.34 cm−1�,20 the correspond-
ing SO states can be obtained perturbatively by diagonaliz-

ing Ĥel+ ĤSO in the �−� basis, where Ĥel is the nonrelativ-
istic Born–Oppenheimer molecular electronic Hamiltonian,

ĤSO is the full microscopic Breit–Pauli SO operator,21 and �
and � are the projections of the electronic orbital angular
momentum and spin on the molecular axis. In the present
case, a 26�26 SO Hermitian matrix is constructed. The di-
agonal matrix elements are composed of seven spin-free �SF�
electronic states, 1 2�+, 2 2�+, 1 2�, 3 2�+, 2 2�, 1 4�+, and
1 4� originating from MI, MII, and MIII. The off-diagonal
terms are given by the corresponding complex spin-orbit ma-

trix elements �the diagonal elements of ĤSO are zero in the
chosen basis�. Diagonalization of this matrix yields the adia-
batic SO states, which occur in 13 pairs of degenerate
Kramer doublets. In the present study, SOCs were evaluated
using the all-electron third-order DKH3 approach. As in the
RECP approach, the corresponding one-electron effective SO
potential has not been developed; therefore, no SO calcula-
tion was performed with the RECP.

B. Electron correlation methods

The spin unrestricted coupled-cluster method with
single, double, and perturbative triple excitations
�UCCSD�T��22,23 was employed to calculate the ground state
PEC and the electric field response properties. The reference
wave function in CC calculations is from the spin restricted
Hartree–Fock �ROHF� method. Twenty seven electrons, in-
cluding 1s22s1 of the Li atom and 5s25p64f146s2 of the Yb
atom, were treated explicitly in the UCCSD�T� calculations.
Our previous study of the dipole polarizability suggests that
the inner core electrons of the Yb atom �4s24p64d10� margin-
ally contribute. The PECs of the two quartet states were
computed using the same UCCSD�T� method.

The calculations of the electronic excited states have
been performed with the internally contracted multireference
configuration interaction with single and double excitations24

plus the multireference version of the Davidson correction,25

denoted as MRCISD�Q�. The reference wave functions of
the MRCISD�Q� calculation are obtained from a complete
active space self-consistent field �CASSCF� approach.26 The
active space in the CASSCF includes three electrons in eight
molecular orbitals �MOs�. The three electrons are the valence
electrons of the LiYb molecule and the eight MOs are

formed by the linear combination of 6s6p orbitals of Yb and
2s2p orbitals of Li. Twenty seven electrons were correlated.
The 5s5p4f orbitals of Yb and the 1s orbital of Li do not
form part of the active space, but they were correlated
through single and double excitations. For the calculation of
the 2 2�+ and 1 2� states, a state-specific �SS� CASSCF cal-
culation was carried out. As for the 3 2�+ and 2 2� states, a
state-averaged �SA� CASSCF including all five spin-free
doublet states with equal weights was adopted. The effects
due to the SS-CASSCF and SA-CASSCF reference wave
functions will be addressed in Sec. III. The SOC matrix ele-
ments were evaluated at the same MRCISD level of theory
based on a SA-CASSCF reference wave function. All seven
SF states were included in the SA-CASSCF calculation with
equal weights. MOLPRO 2009.1 suite of the quantum chemis-
try programs were used for all the electronic structure
calculations.27

C. Basis sets

Two sets of basis functions corresponding to the two
approximate relativistic approaches, DKH and RECP, re-
spectively, were applied. In the RECP approach, we adopted
the same pseudopotentials, ECP28MDF,18 that was used
earlier.16 It is a fully relativistic energy-adjusted pseudopo-
tential that replaces the 1s–3d core orbitals of the Yb atom.
A fully uncontracted �15s15p12d11f9g3h2i� basis set16 was
taken for the valence electrons. For the Li atom, an aug-
mented polarized core-valence quintuple-zeta �aug-cc-
pCV5Z� basis set28 was employed. This rather extensive ba-
sis set has been used to evaluate the ground state PEC and
electric and optical fields response properties at the
UCCSD�T� level of theory. It serves as a benchmark for the
all-electron DKH calculations, which determine the excited
state PECs.

In the all-electron third-order DKH3 calculation, we
used a relativistic atomic natural orbital basis �RCC-ANO�
�25s22p15d11f4g2h� / �11s10p8d7f4g2h�, developed by
Roos et al.29 for the Yb atom. For the Li atom, DKH recon-
traction of the augmented polarized valence quadruple-zeta
�aug-cc-pVQZ-DK� basis set30 was used. A comparison of
these two approaches will be discussed in Sec. III C.

Due to the slow convergence to the basis set limit, basis
sets superposition error �BSSE� may be significant in the
determination of the PECs and other properties.31 Especially
in the case of RECP calculations, a large set of uncontracted
functions was used. To examine the effects due to the BSSE,
the counterpoise �CP� corrections32 were employed for both
the ground and excited states. The interaction energy �E at
internuclear separation R follows from

�E�R� = EAB�R� − EA�B��R� − EB�A��R� − �EAB��� − EA − EB� ,

�1�

where EAB is the dimer energy, EA�B� is the monomer energy
of A calculated with the complete basis set of the dimer, and
EA and EB are the energies in the monomer basis set only.
For MRCI calculations, the physical picture is more compli-
cated due to the size-extensivity problem of the CI method
�although partially eliminated by the Davidson correction�
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and the configuration set superposition error �CSSE� caused
by the incomplete description of the so-called Pauli-
forbidden states in the monomer calculation.31,33 A higher-
level CI description for monomer A or B than for the dimer
AB was recommended to alleviate the CSSE.33 In the present
MRCISD calculations of the monomer, we allowed the
5s5p4f orbitals of Yb and the 1s orbital of Li to form the
active space.

D. Electric dipole moment

The electric dipole moment � is defined as the sum over
all the charged particles, including the nuclei, of the products
of the position vectors r�i and the charges qi. If 	 is the
normalized wave function,

� = �	�	
i=1

N

qir�i�	
 . �2�

The dipole moment also can be derived from the response of
the molecular system to a weak external electric field E by

E�E� = E�E = 0� − �iEi − 1
2
ijEiE j − . . . . �3�

The above equation contains implied sums over repeated in-
dices. The first derivative of energy E with respect to the
external electric field E at E=0 is the static dipole moment �
and the second derivative gives the static dipole polarizabil-
ity tensor 
ij. Equivalent results are expected when the ap-
proximate wave function ��	. However, in many cases,
results can differ appreciably. Since the error in E enters as
the second order of the perturbation parameter34 and the
error in � is first order, the finite field �FF� procedure in Eq.
�3� is preferred.

In the present study, � was calculated by both methods
at the MRCISD and UCCSD�T� levels. In the FF calculation,
the dipole field strengths after a few tests were chosen as
�0.0003, �0.0006, and �0.0012 a.u. The dipole moment
and the dipole polarizability were then derived from a poly-
nomial fit to the computed field-dependent energies followed
by the numerical derivatives.

E. Long-range dispersion coefficients

The accurate description of the long-range interaction is
critical to the study of the dynamics in cold and ultracold
conditions. The correct dispersion coefficient will also help
to calibrate the electronic structure calculations for large in-
ternuclear separations. In our previous study, we derived for
the Yb atom the frequency-dependent polarizability using the
linear response CCSD method,16 and an accurate spectrum of
Li atom has been recently reported in a variational calcula-
tion using Hylleraas coordinates.35 The leading dispersion
coefficient C6 for the ground 1 2�+ state can then be obtained
from the Casimir–Polder equation

C6 =
3


�

0

�

d�
A�i��
B�i�� , �4�

where 
�i�� is the dynamic polarizability at imaginary fre-
quency i�.

For the 2 2�+ and 1 2� states, Eq. �4� cannot be applied
directly because of the downward transition, 2P to 2S, in the
Li atom. A correction can be made to separate it out36 in the
integrand of Eq. �4� or we may calculate C6 by the sum-over-
oscillator strengths. For the ns−np configuration,37

C6 = 	
nA,nB

FP−S fA
P−SfB

S−P

�EA
P−S�EB

S−P��EA
P−S + �EB

S−P�

+ 	
nA,nB

FP−P fA
P−PfB

S−P

�EA
P−P�EB

S−P��EA
P−P + �EB

S−P�

+ 	
nA,nB

FP−D fA
P−DfB

S−P

�EA
P−D�EB

S−P��EA
P−D + �EB

S−P�
, �5�

where nA and nB are the number of dipole allowed transitions
and fA

L1−L2 and �EA
L1−L2 are, respectively, the oscillator

strengths and transition energies for the L1→L2 transition,
where L1 and L2 are the electronic angular momenta of the
corresponding atomic states. The associated angular coeffi-
cients FP−S, FP−P, and FP−D, for the � state are 3/4, 15/8, and
57/40, and for the �+ state are 3, 3/4, and 33/20, respectively.

The atomic dipole oscillator strengths of the Yb atom
were determined by the linear response density function
theory �DFT� as implemented in the Dalton quantum chem-
istry program.38 The hybrid form of Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof functional �PBE0� �Ref. 39� was adopted for the
DFT calculation and the RECP approach was used.

F. Spectroscopic constants and Franck–Condon
factors

PECs of the ground and excited states were fitted to the
ab initio points from R=3.0 to R=20.0 a0 by the analytical
form

V�R� = 	
i=0

8

aiR
ie−
�R−�� −

1

2
�1 + tanh�� + �R��	

n=0

4
C2n+6

R2n+6 .

�6�

The coefficients C6 were fixed at our derived values. The
nonlinear parameters 
, �, �, and �, and the linear ai and
Cn�n�6� parameters were fully optimized using the
Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear least square algorithm. The
radial Schrödinger equation for the nuclear motion was then
solved using the Fourier grid Hamiltonian method.40 A non-
linear least square fitting of the computed vibrational eigen-
values to the truncated anharmonic oscillator

E��� = �e�� + 1
2� − �exe�� + 1

2�2 + �eye�� + 1
2�3 �7�

yielded vibrational spectroscopic constants �e, �exe, and
�eye. The Franck–Condon �FC� overlaps were evaluated
from the corresponding vibrational eigenfunctions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Long-range dispersion coefficients

The calculated leading dispersion coefficients C6 for the
ground and excited states of the LiYb molecule are listed in
Table I. The DFT and the CCSD results are also given for
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Yb2 and presented in Table I. The agreement between the
two methods is to within �1%. This is encouraging because
the PBE0 functionals could be used to study the interactions
of two or more LiYb molecules. The derived C6 of the
ground state is 1606 a.u., whereas an empirical estimate of
the C6 using atomic polarizabilities41 yields 1610 a.u. The
two excited states associated with MII have quite different
interaction strengths; the C6 for the 2 2�+ state is 5994 a.u.
and for the 1 2� state is just 2062 a.u. We did not study the
long-range interactions associated with the Yb�3P� atom,
where more rigorous relativistic treatments are necessary.

B. Atomic data

The accuracy of the calculations is tested by compari-
sons with experimental atomic spectra. The computed spin-
orbital levels of the Li and Yb atoms are compiled in Table
II. For the Li atom, the SA-MRCI calculation using a SA
�Li�2S� and Li�2P� with equal weights and three electrons in
five orbitals� CASSCF reference wave functions shows an
energy separation of 14 821.40 cm−1 between Li�2S� and
Li�2P1/2� and a SO splitting of 0.25 cm−1 for Li�2P�. The
error in the energy separation, compared with the observed
value of 14 903.66 cm−1, is less than 1%, but the error as-
sociated with the SO splitting is relatively large, 0.09 cm−1

smaller than the experiment data of 0.34 cm−1. These results
can be improved by using more optimal and larger basis sets,
but at computational expense.

For the Yb atom, the reference CASSCF wave function
was constructed by averaging Yb�1S� and Yb�3P� states with
equal weights and by distributing two 6s electrons among
four atomic orbitals �6s6p�. The following SA-MRCI calcu-
lations correlate the same number of electrons �24� as in the
molecular calculation. The derived SO levels between
Yb�1S� and Yb�3P� states in general are �8% smaller than
experimental results. The computed SO splitting of
969.7 cm−1 between Yb�3P0� and Yb�3P1� is overestimated

by 266 cm−1 and the splitting between Yb�3P0� and Yb�3P2�
is larger by 478 cm−1. If we replace the SF SA-MRCI
Yb�1S� and Yb�3P� energy separation by the UCCSD�T� de-
rived value of 18 842 cm−1, the errors in energy separation
between Yb�1S� and the levels in Yb�3P� are greatly reduced
to less than 3%.

In a recent calculation of the RbYb molecule, close
agreement with the experiment for the SO levels of Yb�3P�
and Yb�1S� was reported42 using a similar MRCI treatment
but with a four-component Dirac–Coulomb Hamiltonian. For
the Yb atom, only a qualitative picture can be obtained with
the state interacting strategy for the SOC. Our primary inter-
est are the states associated with the Li�2P� asymptote and
the states correlating to the Yb�3P� asymptote contribute per-
turbatively.

C. Ground state spin-free PEC and BSSE correction

We benchmark the computational approaches with and
without CP corrections to the PEC of the ground state of
LiYb. The potential depth De and equilibrium distance Re

obtained from CCSD�T�, SS-MRCI, and SA-MRCI methods
with and without the CP corrections are summarized in Table
III. In addition, an effective long-range dispersion coefficient

C̃6=�E�R6 at R=20.0 a0 is also given in Table III, where
�E is the interaction energy relative to MI.

For the LiYb molecule, the ground state is largely domi-
nated by a single configuration, as indicated by the leading
CI coefficient ��0.95� in the MRCI wave function and the

TABLE II. The comparisons between experimental and theoretical derived
spin-orbit levels �in cm−1� for the Li and Yb atoms.

Theorya Theoryb Expt.

Li�2S� 0.0 0.0
Li�2P1/2� 14 821.40 14 903.66
Li�2P3/2� 14 821.65 14 904.00
Yb�1S� 0.0 0.0 0.0
Yb�3P0� 15 968.0 16 821.9 17 288.439
Yb�3P1� 16 937.7 17 788.6 17 992.007
Yb�3P2� 18 868.2 19 722.1 19 710.388

aThe spin-orbit couplings are evaluated using the SA-MRCISD wave func-
tion and the spin-free energy is calculated at the SA-MRCISD�Q� level of
theory.
bSame as a except that the spin-free energy is replaced by the UCCSD�T�
result.

TABLE I. Long-range dispersion coefficients �a.u.�.

State DFT �PBE0� CCSD

LiYb 1 2�+ 1606 1594
LiYb 2 2�+ 5994 ¯

LiYb 1 2� 2062 ¯

Yb2
1�+ 2058 2062

TABLE III. The potential depth De�cm−1�, equilibrium distance Re�a0�, and effective dispersion coefficient C̃6

�a.u.� of the ground state LiYb molecule calculated at the coupled-cluster and the multireference configuration
interaction levels of theory with the relativistic pseudopotential and all-electron Douglas–Kroll approximations.

The C̃6 is obtained at R=20.0a0.

CCSD�T�/ECP CCSD�T�/ANO SS-MRCI/ANO SA-MRCI/ANO

De �with CP� 1642 1545 1438 1112
De �without CP� 1701 1733 1607 1278
Re �with CP� 6.65 6.71 6.70 6.80
Re �without CP� 6.65 6.60 6.61 6.70

C̃6 �with CP� 1766 1804 1424 1677

C̃6 �without CP� 2025 2284 1846 2250
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small ��0.03�T1 diagnostic43 in the CC calculations for the
internuclear distances R beyond 4.0a0. The CCSD�T� results
from the RECP and DKH3 approaches agree closely with
each other. A similar value for Re between 6.7 and 6.8a0 is
predicted in both methods and the CP correction is small.
Values to within 1% for the potential depth De are obtained
without the CP corrections. With the CP corrections, De, us-
ing the RECP approach, is about 97 cm−1 deeper than that
obtained with the DKH3 approximation. Inspecting the ef-

fective C̃6, both methods with the CP corrections predict rea-
sonable values �1766 and 1804 a.u.� that are close to the

linear response prediction of 1606 a.u. C̃6 without CP cor-
rections is larger by more than 15%. It is difficult to establish
which result is superior. The polarization functions in the
RECP approach were added by scaling the corresponding
lower angular momentum functions16 and are therefore not
optimal. The all-electron RCC-ANO basis, on the contrary,
was obtained through the optimization by a multireference
perturbation calculation. The scalar relativistic effects are ad-
equately described in both methods. Thus, it is likely that the
results from the DKH3 approach with the ANO-RCC basis
are more reliable and it was adopted in the calculations of the
excited state PEC and SOC.

The potential depth from the MRCI calculation is, in
general, underestimated. The De=1112 cm−1 from the
SA-MRCI calculation is undervalued by �400 cm−1. This is
mainly due to the poor description of the ground state wave
function by the state-averaged optimization of the molecular
orbital, as indicated by the better agreement between the SS-
MRCI and CCSD�T� methods. The SS-MRCI method im-
proves the results but still underestimates the potential depth
by �150 cm−1 for both of the results with and without CP
corrections. Note that the CP uncorrected value from MRCI
calculations agrees better with the CCSD�T� CP corrected
results. Especially, the SS-MRCI value 1607 cm−1 is �3%
higher than the CP corrected CCSD�T� value of 1545 cm−1.
Therefore, the SS-MRCI results without CP corrections are
more reliable.

D. Spin-free excited states PECs

PECs of the doublet excited states are determined by
employing the SA-MRCI and the SS-MRCI methods. The

UCCSD�T� theory has been employed to obtain the PECs of
the quartet states. All calculations adopt the ANO-RCC basis
with the DKH3 Hamiltonian. The derived spectroscopic re-
sults are listed in Table IV and the PECs are shown in Fig. 1.

Similar to the ground state, the potential depths of the
2 2�+ and 1 2� states from the SA-MRCI calculations are
smaller than those from the SS-MRCI method. The effective

C̃6 are calculated for these two states at R=20.0 a0 and are

given in Table IV. Both values of C̃6 �with and without CP
corrections� are smaller than theoretical dispersion coeffi-
cients derived from the linear response theory and listed in
Table I, but those without the CP corrections are closer to the
predictions by the linear response theory. The equilibrium
distance is less sensitive to BSSE. These results indicate that
MRCI methods underestimate the interaction energy, which
BSSE may partially compensate. Therefore, the SS-MRCI
results without the CP corrections are more reliable. The po-
tential depths De are 5651 and 9494 cm−1 for the 2 2�+ and
1 2� states, respectively. Deeper potential and smaller long-
range interaction in the 1 2� state result in a crossing with

TABLE IV. The potential depth De �cm−1�, equilibrium distance Re �a0�, vertical excitation energy Tv �cm−1�,
adiabatic excitation energy Te �cm−1�, and effective dispersion coefficient C̃6 �a.u.� of the excited states of the
LiYb molecule calculated at the coupled-cluster and the multireference configuration interaction levels of

theory with the all-electron Douglas–Kroll approximations. The C̃6 is obtained at R=20.0a0. The tabulated
values are without �with� CP corrections.

State Method Re De Te Tv C̃6

2 2�+ SA-MRCISD�Q� 6.50 �6.50� 4951 �4757� 11 541 11 498 5077 �4531�
2 2�+ SS-MRCISD�Q� 6.50 5651 10 798a 10 845a 5075
1 2� SA-MRCISD�Q� 5.60 �5.70� 9198 �8897� 6687 8594 1894 �1351�
1 2� SS-MRCISD�Q� 5.60 9494 6955a 8660a 1590
3 2�+ SA-MRCISD�Q� 7.30 �7.40� 4898 �4767� 15 070b 15 254b

¯

2 2� SA-MRCISD�Q� 6.00 �6.00� 4919 �4682� 15 047b 15 663b
¯

1 4�+ ROHF-UCCSD�T� 8.62 �8.60� 781 �646� 19 321 20 209 ¯

1 4� ROHF-UCCSD�T� 6.20 �6.30� 4466 �4129� 16 271 15 985 ¯

aEnergies are derived based on the shifted asymptotic energy separation of 14 904 cm−1.
bEnergies are derived based on the shifted asymptotic energy separation of 18 422 cm−1.
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FIG. 1. Spin-free potential energy curves of the ground and excited states of
the LiYb molecule. The 1 2�+ state is determined by the CP corrected
DKH3-UCCSD�T� calculation. The 2 2�+, 1 2�, 3 2�+, and 2 2� states are
computed at the MRCISD�Q� level of theory without the CP correction and
the quartet states are derived from the CP corrected DKH3-UCCSD�T�
calculations.
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the 2 2�+ state around 8.5 a0. Asymptotically, these two
states are degenerate and the calculated energy separation �at
the SA-MRCI level� from MI, 14 807 cm−1, is smaller than
the experimental value of 14 904 cm−1. The vertical �Tv�
and adiabatic �Te� excitation energies to the 1 2� state given
by the SA-MRCI calculations are 8594 and 6887 cm−1.

If we replace the two SA-MRCI potentials with the re-
sults of SS-MRCI calculations and shift them to match the
correct asymptotic energy separation, Tv and Te become
8660 and 6955 cm−1, respectively. They are not very differ-
ent from the SA-MRCI predictions. The corresponding best
values for the 2 2� state are 10 845 and 10 798 cm−1. For
such energy separations, the spectrum of the ground state
will not be perturbed strongly by the SO interaction.

The SS-MRCI calculations for the 3 2�+ and 2 2� states
were not successful. Trial calculations with increased
weights on these two states at selected R showed a similar
tendency for the change of the potential depth. But the
CASSCF convergence became problematic and we did not
perform the SS-MRCI calculations for the PECs correlating
to MIII. Nor were the CP corrections applied, as suggested by
the results from the ground and lower excited states. Neither
state is deeply bound; De=4897 cm−1 for the 3 2�+ state and
De=4919 cm−1 for the 2 2� state.

The quartet states 1 4�+ and 1 4� are determined more
precisely at the UCCSD�T� level of theory with CP
corrections applied. The 1 4�+ state is weakly bound,
De=781 cm−1. The 1 4� state has a deeper potential well,
De=4466 cm−1. There are extensive crossings among these
SF doublet and quartet states. As a result, avoided crossings
are expected among the corresponding SO states. Asymptoti-
cally, the UCCSD�T� energy separation to MI is
18 842 cm−1. We again shift the PECs of the 3 2�+ and 2 2�
states to agree with this value. The energy separation be-
tween MII and MIII is 3538 cm−1, and it increases as R de-
creases. In the equilibrium region, the smallest adiabatic en-
ergy separation between the 2 2� and 2 2�+ states is about
4274 cm−1.

E. Nonadiabatic interactions between the two excited
2�+ states

There is an avoided crossing between the 2 2�+ and
3 2�+ states at �9.0 a0. It is manifested by the increased
mixing of the CI coefficients in the SA-MRCI wave func-
tions in this region. The energy gap in this mixing region is
�1500 cm−1 and hence the rovibrational perturbation is ex-
pected to be small. A coupled-channel bound state calcula-
tion was carried out to investigate this effect.

The derivative coupling �2 2�+�� /�R�3 2�+
 was evalu-
ated at the SA-MRCI level of theory using the DDR proce-
dure implemented in MOLPRO. The result is plotted in Fig. 2
along with the spin-free PECs of the 2 2�+ and 3 2�+ states.
The coupling peaks around R=9.0 a0 and assumes a Lorent-
zian shape. The two-state coupled radial Schrödinger equa-
tions were numerically solved44 and the resolved rotationless
vibration levels were compared to those obtained without the
derivative coupling. For the 2 2�+ state, the vibration levels
near the threshold are shifted by less than 0.05 cm−1.

F. Spin-orbit coupled PECs for ground and lowest
three excited states

The SO states are obtained by the state interacting
method and labeled by quantum numbers �=�+�. The
diagonal SF elements for each state are chosen as follows.
For the ground state �1 2�+�, the CP corrected UCCSD�T�/
ANO-RCC interaction potential is adopted. The SS-MRCI/
ANO-RCC results without the CP corrections are used for
the 2 2�+ and 1 2� states. These two potentials are also
shifted so that the asymptotic energy separation to the
ground state equals the 2P− 2S separation of the Li atom. For
the 1 4�+ and 1 4� states, we use the CP corrected
UCCSD�T�/ANO-RCC data. Finally, for the 3 2�+ and 2 2�
states, SA-MRCI values without the CP corrections are em-
ployed. Again, these two potentials are shifted to match the
asymptotic energy separation of 18 842 cm−1 between the
ground and the quartet states. The off-diagonal SO matrix
elements are computed with the full BP Hamiltonian using
the SA-MRCI wave functions.

The SO PECs are displayed in Fig. 3 and the corre-
sponding spectroscopic constants are summarized in Table V
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22Σ+
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Scaled 〈22Σ+⏐d/dR ⏐32Σ+〉

FIG. 2. Spin-free potential energy curves of the 2 2�+ and 3 2�+ states, and
the scaled derivative coupling as a function of the internuclear distance R.
All are computed at the SA-MRCISD�Q� level of theory.
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FIG. 3. Spin-orbit potential energy curves of the ground and three lowest
excited states of the LiYb molecule.
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for the ground and lowest three excited states. These spec-
troscopic constants are derived for the isotopic combination
of bosonic 7Li and 172Yb with zero rotational quantum num-
ber. The ground state I��= 1

2
� largely maintains its SF 1 2�+

character. The long-range part of the potential changes little

and the effective C̃6 at R=20.0 a0 is the same as for the SF
potential. The equilibrium distance Re=6.68 a0 remains vir-
tually the same, but the potential depth 1577 cm−1 increases
by 32 cm−1. A similar change due to the SOC was also
found for the ground state RbYb molecule calculated at the
full relativistic four-component CCSD�T� level of theory,42

but RbYb has a shallow well of �804 cm−1. The calculated
LiYb potential supports 26 vibrational levels and the last
bound state lies 0.013 cm−1 below MI. Compared to the SF
precursor, �e increases by �4 cm−1.

The first excited state II��= �
1
2

� originates from the
mixing of the SF 1 2� and 2 2�+ states. At short range, it
largely retains the original 1 2� character. Its depth De

=10 008 cm−1 is increased by �514 cm−1 from the SF po-
tential. The nature of the potential changes to 2 2�+ for R
�8.5a0. This is because of the crossing of the two SF states.
With the inclusion of SOCs, both states yield the ���= 1

2
components and the crossing disappears. Similar to the
ground state, the long-range part of the II��= �

1
2

� potential
is virtually the same as that in the SF counterpart, thanks to
the small Li�2P� SO coupling and large energy separation
from other states. Therefore, we adopt the C6 from our non-
relativistic linear response calculations. The equilibrium dis-
tance of the potential has a slight increase of �0.02 a0.
There are 66 vibrational levels and �e is almost the same as
that of the SF 1 2� state. The last bound state positions at
0.078 cm−1 below the dissociation limit.

The second excited state is the II��= �
3
2

� state. It re-
tains mostly the original SF 1 2� character with small mix-
ings from the upper � states. Its depth De=9020 cm−1 is
474 cm−1 shallower than that of the original SF state. The
long-range part of the potential remains largely the original
SF 1 2� state, as it does at the equilibrium distance. The
II��= �

3
2

� potential supports 56 vibrational levels and the
last bound state lies 0.0069 cm−1 below the asymptote.
Compared to the SF predecessor, �e=274.2 cm−1 is only
decreased by about 2 cm−1.

The III��= �
1
2

� state is the third excited state. Contrary
to the II��= �

1
2

� state, it has 2 2�+ character at short range
and 1 2� character for R�8.5 a0. The potential depth De

=5576 cm−1 is 75 cm−1 shallower than that of the SF 2�+

state. Again, the equilibrium distance is insensitive to SOC

and it supports 44 vibrational structures with the last bound
state positioned at 0.001 cm−1 below the dissociation limit.
The harmonic term �e has a small decrease from 211.3 to
210.8 cm−1.

The higher excited SO states are not presented because
the underlying SF results are less accurate and the SOCs
with the next asymptote beyond MIII are not considered.

G. Franck–Condon overlaps

The demonstration of simultaneous magnetic optical trap
trapping of Li and Yb atoms holds promise for the eventual
production of molecular species comprised of bosonic and
fermionic mixtures.15 Photoassociation will likely be the pre-
ferred technique, for which favorable transitions are neces-
sary. Our calculated FC factors, expressed as two-
dimensional intensity plots, are displayed in Fig. 4 as
functions of the vibrational quantum numbers for the ground
and excited states. For all three excited states involved in the
Li�2S�–Li�2P� transition, large overlaps on the order of
10−1–10−2 occur between the high-lying vibrational states.
The largest FC overlap, 0.83, occurs in the I��= �

3
2

� state.
For the III��= �

1
2

� state, considerable overlaps are observed
between the vibrational states with lower quantum numbers.
The overlap of the two ground vibrational levels is 0.75,
which occurs because the III��= �

1
2

� and I��= �
1
2

� states
have similar equilibrium positions. As for the II��= �

1
2

� and
I��= �

3
2

� states, their equilibrium positions are 1a0 shorter
than that of the ground state equilibrium position, and the FC
overlaps between the lower vibrational states are about �0.1
or smaller. There is a clear bend in the pattern of the strong
overlap for the II��= �

1
2

� state after �g=15 and �e=45. It is
consistent with the corresponding potentials, where there is
an avoided crossing between the two �= �

1
2 states. A simi-

lar pattern is seen in the III��= �
1
2

� state FC overlaps.

H. Dipole moment and static dipole polarizability

The dipole moment � and dipole polarizability 
 are
sensitive to electron correlation and the choice of basis func-
tions. We have shown16 that the dipole polarizability of the
Yb atom can be accurately predicted at the CC level of
theory with DKH3 and RECP approximations. The same
ANO-RCC basis for DKH3 and valence basis with RECP
approaches were used. We computed � and 
 by means of
the FF procedure for the LiYb molecule using the
UCCSD�T� method with the DKH3 and RECP approaches.
The vibrationally averaged results �v and 
v are given in

TABLE V. Spectroscopic constants for ground and three lowest excited states �� designation� of the 7Li 172Yb
molecule.

N��� �−� Re�a0�
�e

a

�cm−1�
�exe

a

�cm−1�
De

�cm−1�
Be

b

�cm−1�
Tv

�cm−1�
Te

�cm−1�

I� 1
2

� 1 2�+ 6.681 147.36 3.630 1577 0.198 0 0

II� 1
2

� 2 2�+−1 2� 5.622 276.19 1.341 10 008 0.282 8076 6473

I� 3
2

� 1 2� 5.619 274.20 1.354 9020 0.282 9049 7462

III� 1
2

� 1 2�−2 2�+ 6.473 210.82 0.960 5576 0.213 10 956 10 906

a�e and �exe are obtained by fitting only the low-lying vibrational levels.
bBe is the inertial rotational constant for the ground vibrational state.
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Tables VI and VII along with the corresponding values �e

and 
e obtained at the equilibrium separation. The variations
of these quantities as a function of R are depicted in Fig. 5.
For comparison, the dipole moment derived as the expecta-
tion value with the SS-MRCI wave functions are presented
in Table VI and Fig. 5. The sign convention is that the dipole
moment is positive if the polarity is Li−Yb+.

There are large differences in � among various theoret-
ical treatments. However, the computed � shows a similar
behavior as a function of R. At large R, � is small and nega-
tive. As R decreases, the magnitude of � increases and
reaches a maximum. Further reducing R, � starts to decrease
and changes sign. At small R, � is positive and large with
small oscillations near the equilibrium distance. The varia-
tion of � as a function R reflects the electron distribution in
the molecule and may be understood qualitatively by the
atomic electronegativity �EN�, which measures the ability of
the atom to attract electrons when combined with other at-
oms and is related to fundamental atomic properties includ-
ing the ionization potential �IP� and the electron affinity
�EA�. IPLi=5.3917 eV, IPYb=6.2542 eV, EALi=0.6173 eV,
and EAYb=0.518 eV. The EN of Li and Yb atom are close
to each other in any of various definitions.45 The ENs of Yb
and Li are, respectively, 1.26 and 0.98.46 Therefore, at large
R, the net charge transfer from Li to Yb is small and LiYb
has a small negative �. As the two atoms approach each
other, the electron density close to Yb increases and the mag-
nitude of � increases. When they are close enough to start to
form a weak � bond, the electron density moves toward the
Li atom as the � bonding occurs. As a result, the magnitude
of � starts to decrease. As the atoms further approach, the
weight of excited state configurations in the ground state
wave function increases, resulting in a large variation of the
dipole moment.

The expectation formalism �EV� overestimates � at
short R, as demonstrated by the FF results. At large R, EV
gets the sign wrong. The improved agreement with the
UCCSD�T� values from the FF MRCISD to MRCISD�Q�
calculations shows the importance of higher order excitations
in the description of the dynamic correlation, as also re-
vealed by the potential depths computed by the correspond-
ing theory. The two CCSD�T� results differ by less than 10%
for R�8 a0. However, the deviation is significant around the
equilibrium distance. The small changes in the potential
depth due to the CP corrections suggest that the large differ-
ence in � does not result from BSSE. The CP corrected
dipole moment calculated at the DKH3-CCSD�T� level of
theory and plotted in Fig. 4 differs by less than 6%, relative
to the one without the CP corrections. The large difference
between the DKH3 and RECP results is likely a consequence
of the basis set effects.

Small dipole moments �e=−0.028 D �Debye� and �v
=−0.030 D are predicted by the CP corrected DKH3-
UCCSD�T� approach. The RECP approximation yields a
larger value, �0.058 D for both �e and �v. In both cases, the
magnitude of the dipole moment is small. The large dipole

TABLE VII. The ground state dipole polarizability 
e �a.u.� at Re and the
vibrationally averaged dipole polarizability 
v�v=0� computed at the
UCCSD�T� level of theory. The subscripts  and � label the parallel and
perpendicular components of the polarizability.



e 


v 
�
e 
�

v

RECP–UCCSD�T� 584 ¯ 235 ¯

DKH3–UCCSD�T� 585 584 233 233

FIG. 4. Franck–Condon factors as functions of the vibrational quantum
numbers of the ground �horizontal axis� and excited states �vertical axis�.

TABLE VI. The ground state dipole moments at Re ��e� and the vibra-
tionally averaged dipole moments ��v� computed at the coupled-cluster and
multireference configuration interaction levels of theory. The sign conven-
tion is that the dipole moment of LiYb is considered positive if the polarity
is Li−Yb+.

Theory Method
�e

�D�
�v

�D�

RECP–UCCSD�T� FF �0.058 �0.058
DKH3–UCCSD�T� FF �0.028 �0.030
SS–MRCISD�Q� FF 0.135 0.128
SS–MRCISD FF 0.095 0.085
SS–MRCISD EV �0.114 �0.105
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moment at short R has little contribution because the vibra-
tional wave function is localized in the equilibrium region. A
schematic representation of the corresponding vibrational
wave function �for �=0�, the ground state PEC, and dipole
moment functions is depicted in Fig. 5. In a recent calcula-
tion of RbYb,42 a dipole moment of �0.98 D was derived
from the FF calculations at the CCSD�T� level of theory with
a SF Hamiltonian of Dyall.47 We tested our methods by cal-
culating the dipole moment of RbYb with the RECP ap-
proach at the CCSD�T� level of theory �correlating the same
23 electrons as in Ref. 42� and obtained a value of 0.88 D at
the equilibrium distance, consistent with the result in
Ref. 42.

The dipole polarizabilities derived from these two
CCSD�T� calculations are close to each other. The results are
summarized in Table VII. The parallel components 


e at the
equilibrium distances are 585 and 584 a.u. for the DK3 and
RECP approaches, respectively. Similar agreement is found
for other internuclear distances, and the deviation is less than
�1%. The vibrationally averaged value 


v from the DK3
approach is 584 a.u. The corresponding perpendicular com-
ponents 
�

e and 
�
v are all 233 a.u. At R=18.0 a0, our cal-

culated 
 =326 a.u. and 
�=301 a.u. are consistent with
the sum of the atomic values 
Li+Yb=306 a.u., with 
Yb

=142 a.u. �Ref. 16� and 
Li=164 a.u. �Ref. 35�.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We systematically examine the PECs of the ground and
low-lying excited states of the LiYb molecule using coupled-
cluster and multireference configuration interaction methods.
The scalar relativistic effects are successfully included by
both the relativistic pseudopotential approach and the third-
order Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamiltonian. The spin-orbit inter-
action is taken into account by means of the full Breit–Pauli
Hamiltonian at the MRCISD level of theory and the full
spin-orbit states are obtained perturbatively by the state in-
teracting method. We also derive the long-range dispersion
coefficients for the ground and first two excited states. We
further report the spectroscopic constants and Frank–Condon
overlaps between the ground and excited states.

Compared to the CC theory, the MRCI method using the
state-averaged CASSCF reference wave function substan-
tially underestimates the potential depth and long-range in-
teraction. When replaced by the state-specific CASSCF ref-
erence wave function, improved agreement is observed, but
the potential depth is still undervalued by about 10%. The
counterpoise corrections of the BSSE at the CCSD�T� level
of theory decreases the potential depth by about 10%. There-
fore, a cancellation of error leads to the close agreement
between CP-CCSD�T� and the SS-MRCI without CP correc-
tion.

The first three excited states associated with the Li�2P�
+Yb�1S� manifold were carefully examined by means of the
SS-MRCI method. Large Franck–Condon overlaps with the
ground state are observed, which could be possible routes for
the production of cold LiYb molecule through the two-
photon assisted photoassociation. The nature of the higher
excited states is complicated due to the interactions with the
states from the Yb�4f –5d� transition, where a more rigorous
relativistic treatment is necessary but difficult to compute.

The CC calculations predict a permanent dipole moment
of 0.03–0.06 D for the ground state of LiYb. Compared to
other polar molecules, such as RbYb �0.98 D�,42 LiCs
�5.5 D�,48 RbCs �1.25 D�,49 and KRb �0.76 D�,50 the LiYb
dipole moment is small.

It is interesting to infer the tendency of the diatomic
molecules composed of Yb and alkali-metal atoms from the
known molecular data. The diatomic interaction potentials
between the He atom and alkali-metal atoms can be grouped
into two sets.51 LiHe and NaHe have a similar interaction
strength, as do KHe and RbHe. The atomic polarizabilities52

of the alkali-metal atoms share the same tendency, 
Li

�
Na and 
K�
Rb. For RbYb,42 De=804 cm−1 and �v

=0.98 D. Yb resembles the He atom. It is likely that NaYb
has a similar De and �v to LiYb, whereas the properties of
KYb lie closer to those of RbYb. The dipole polarizability of
the Cs atom is larger than Rb by about 90 a.u. and the dipole
moment of CsYb could be larger than that of RbYb.
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FIG. 5. The ground state dipole moment of the LiYb
molecule as a function of the internuclear distance R
computed at several levels of theory �left panel�. A
schematic representation of the ground state potential
energy curve, the wave function of the ground vibra-
tional state, and the computed dipole moments �right
panel�.
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